The article deals with with revealing of the features of language representation of a national worldview of the Frenchmen in comments to political news seen as a genre of virtual discourse. The analysis of the the problem of transforming the genre of comment due to the peculiarities of the Internet communication initiated in the different recent studies and based on the modern demands of the virtual discourse questions the traditional interpretation of different languages genres and their peculiarities. Not only the journalists and the experts, but the readers as well are considered to be the subjects of communication. The research on of comments establishes the communicative intentions of addressers and the ways of their realization. The study of the specic frames verbalized in the statements in communicative intention shows the importance of the frame structure of comments for reflection of a national worldview of the communicants. The analysis defines the role of the language person in the type of discourse under study, justifies the possibility of reconstructing the national worldview based on numerous on-line comments to the articles related to news, which attract the greatest attention and feedback of the readers.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, the linguists focus on the linguistic features of different genres of online discourse, dominated by chats, forums, and blogs. There is a growing number of research papers dedicated to the analysis of online comments gaining popularity in the news feeds of different websites. This fact is confirmed by the dynamics of this genre study: if first papers representing case study of online comments analyze only the problem of negative apprasive modality and epistemic speech acts [1; 2] , then all the works that followed were dedicated to the substantiation of Internet comments being treated and approached as a separate speech genre of online discourse [3; 4; 5; 6; 7, 8] . there are primarily linguocultural features of national linguistic identity [9; 10; 11] and communicative means of influence [12; 13; 14] in the limelight of scientific research. This research attempts comparative analysis of internet comments in multistructural languages in the context of pragmasemantic paradigm. The main purpose of the study is to identify national cultural specificity of perception of the described events represented by means of linguistic tools in online comments. As for the research hypothesis we build our study on the assumption that the online comments could represent national features specific to culture and history of the people speaking the language under study and determined by their habitat.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
To achieve this objective the research is based on such methods as comparative contrastive, statistical methods and the method of frame modeling.
Overall scope of allomorphic and isomorphic properties of the studied languages is elaborated through interlingual comparison. Linguistic features comparison allows for more profound representation of originality of the compared phenomena.
The study applies linguistic statistic method in order to interpret the emergence of various elements in speech since the latter is affected not only by the language norms and principles, but is influenced by genre specificities and topics of utterance.
Frame modeling method allows for categorizing contextual frames that comprise the core of the frame structure of the utterance within which subframes could be identified. Subframes are the levels constituting a set of thematically universal features and representing a sequence of hierarchally structured slots [11, 91; 15, 145] .
Online comments to the articles found on the leading news websites of French (Lemonde.fr, Liberation.fr) and Russian (ria.ru, gazeta.ru, lenta.ru) languages served as study material.
RESULTS
The major difference is manifested in the number of comments that vary depending on the topic of the discussion. So, if the latter has political or economical background, the highest response among the readers will be produced by the articles directly relevant to their country. For example, news about the anti-crisis plan to be promulgated by the Government of the Russian Federation was followed by more than 500 comments several hours after it was published (Lenta.ru dated 01.28.2015) . The leading French periodicals did not have any references to that news, because it does not affect the national interests of France and the European Union it is a member of.
Another international example should be analyzed for comparison. It is an open secret that any reference to Russia made in foreign media last year is related to Ukraine, with notably negative connotation. Therefore the news dated 25.01.2015 about strategic port of Mariupol in the eastern part of Ukraine being attacked was cited by all foreign mass media agencies and caused a stormy stir among the readership: 144 comments on Lemonde.fr website, 291 comments on liberation.fr with arduous reference to Russia. The number of the comments on that news in the Russian media outlets amounts to 359 on Lenta.ru
The major difference between comments is that Russian media is dominated by positive references to our country while overseas agencies provide negative comments on Russia. Accordingly, fact-based objective analysis of online comments in both languages requires to disregard news and comments related to Ukraine and focus on news about the expansion of circulation of the satirical periodical Charlie famous for its controversial caricatures, particularly for publishing caricatures of Prophet Mohamed, which sparked tremendous public outcry: that event is not a means of some kind of propaganda or manipulative impact made on nation neither by the government nor by any media agency. There were analyzed 108 comments in every language taken from the abovementioned Russian and French websites.
In the first stage of the study we focus on comments' referent that could be:
The characters of the commented article (in our case it is "Charlie Hebdo" periodical) and all the events related to them (number of copies printed amounted to 7 mln.). This is about the key issues covered by the author of the article. For example:
In the French language: Les speculateurs/profiteurs qui ont acheté CH par paquets de 10 en espérant en retirer un profit en seront pour leurs frais ! In the Russian language: «Тираж Charlie увеличен до 7 млн.», − а что у них кроме Пророка не было других карикатурных объектов.
It is worth mentioning that number of French comments relevant to the topic of the article reaches 81%, while in Russian it totals at 50%. The reason of the French people's interest to the article referent could be explained by the fact that the issues dwelled on in it are important and relevant for the nation and the country at large. It is quite likely that some of the users who commented personally took part in the public mass There are comments the viewpoint of which is different from the previous left, and often cause verbal aggression. We believe in this case it is appropriate to cite the saying by Steksova T.I. that "those users whose opinion coincides with the opinion of the commentator are treated as their "friends" or "insiders", but those whose opinion is different from the commentator's opinion are clearly perceived as "aliens" and provoke verbal aggression" [14, 78] . In the latter case, other commentators, losing focus on the article topic, spring on the commentator. Similar examples are also documented in both languages
In At the second stage of the study we shall focus on the frame analysis of the material closely associated with the referents described above comments. Table 1 represents a frame-based structure of the Internet comments as part of a given situation. As the table shows, the initial difference is already apparent at the frame level.
Charlie Hebdo periodical serves as the frame in the French comments, while Russian comments are more focused on the French themselves. Given discrepancy predetermined the different level of frames representation. The notion of "Tirage" is identified as the subframe in the French language, while in the Russian language the latter represents one of the slots of "Charlie" subframe complemented with similar to French slots "Caricature" (Шарли- "Tirage" subframe is dominated by "Liberté d'expession" slot, as for the Russian comments the topic of freedom of press is dwelled on within the "Charlie" subframe but it represents superordiante concept in realtion to "Europe" slot (В России за это уголовная статья. В аморальной европе... оскорбление верующих это свобода слова).
It should be noted that Russian comments have obvious linguistic harrassment towards the periodical expressed by means of various insulting periphrasis, for instance : редакция мелкого журнальчика, скотобаза современной журналистики, грязная газетенка. Users giving comments in French generally take neutral stance on the issue avoiding any negative references to the periodocal.
Even such lexical units as "devenu ambassadeur de France mais absolument pas pacificateur", "Journal anarchiste" have no invective connotation, while the semnatics of the Russian words and chunks against the editorship, on the contrary, contain author's intention to humiliate, insult the referent in the most disparaging, disrespectful, rude and cynical manner. Invective expressions are often used towards the French themselves, and Europe as a whole (Лягушатники − идиоты).Obviously, the situation is influenced by rather tense relations with EU due to sanctions imposed on Russia, thus, resulting in cognitive dissonance and condemnation on the part of the Russian readership.
Having regard to the above, the Russians' perception of French caricatures is apparently predetermined by personal experience and inherited from the Soviet times attitude to "inflammatory" content. 
DISCUSSION
As the frame analysis of the research material has shown, caricature scandal described in the study failed to foster unity between Russia and Europe, but on the contrary, highlighted the differences between the countries. It is evident from the allomorphic features discovered during the analysis of linguistic material of multistructural languages which emphasize the impact of cultural historical values of different countries on verbal representation of reality based on determining personal priorities by means of hierarchization of images' notions, correlation of previously accumulated experience of a person and his environment with relevant objects of reality, determination of behavior and activity of the subject as a participant of the communicative act.
